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1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a field of characteristic / 2 and let I nF denote the nth power
of the ideal IF of even-dimensional forms in the Witt ring WF of F. The
w xArason]Pfister Hauptsatz AP states that every quadratic form over F of
dimension - 2 n which lies in I nF is hyperbolic. As a consequence, one
has that if w and c are forms over F with dim w s dim c - 2 n and if
U  nq1 .there exists an a g F such that w ' ac mod I F , then w , ac , i.e.,
w and c are similar. The question arises whether this conclusion still holds
n  nq1 .for dim w s dim c s 2 . In this case, if w ' ac mod I F then it
w x  .follows from AP, Kor. 3 that w H yac is similar to an n q 1 -fold
Pfister form. We will then say that w and c are half-neighbors of each
.  .other and we will write w ; c cf. Definition 2.1 . It is not hard to show
hn
that if n F 2 then two half-neighbors are similar. To our knowledge, the
w xfirst counterexamples for n G 3 were given by Izhboldin I . Shortly after,
counterexamples of a rather simple nature were found by the author and it
turned out that constructing such examples is in fact not too difficult. So
the question arose under which circumstances half-neighbors are similar.
In other words, suppose w and c are half-neighbors, and, say, w has a
certain property. Does this property imply that w is similar to c , or are
there counterexamples with this particular property? We also ask the
question whether certain properties of F pertaining to quadratic forms
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The interest in these questions was initially triggered by recent results of
Laghribi. Let w and c be anisotropic 8-dimensional forms over F with
2 w xw g I F. Then it was shown in L1, L2 that w becomes isotropic over
 .F c , the function field of c over F, if and only if c is similar to a 3-fold
Pfister form p and w contains a Pfister neighbor of p , or w and c are
half-neighbors. It is well known that the index of the Clifford algebra of w
 .as above is 1 in which case w itself is similar to a 3-fold Pfister form , 2, 4,
or 8. If the index is 1, then it is not difficult to see that the above result just
says that w and c are similar to the same 3-fold Pfister form. In
particular, w and c being half-neighbors implies that w and c are similar,
 w x wa statement which is still true if the index is 2 cf. L1, Corollary 1 or H5,
x.Theorem 3.3 . But it turns out that there are counterexamples to similar-
 .ity in the cases of index 4 and 8 cf. Section 4 . It should be noted that
w xthese counterexamples cannot be obtained by Izhboldin's method I , and
that their construction requires some deep results from the theory of
w xdivision algebras T, M, Ka .
In Section 2, we will give some characterizations and prove some basic
properties of half-neighbors. Sections 3 and 4 deal with general methods of
constructing nonsimilar half-neighbors with certain given properties. For
example, we will show that to each n G 3 and each m, 1 F m - n, there
exist nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension 2 n and degree m over suit-
able fields. We will also construct examples of nonsimilar half-neighbors in
I 2 whose Clifford algebras have a prescribed index. The constructions of
these examples, though somewhat technical in nature, are of interest in
their own right since they employ a variety of techniques and results
drawing from the theory of quadratic forms, division algebras, and function
fields. For instance, Springer's theorem on quadratic forms over fields with
a nondyadic 2-henselian valuation figures prominently. Some examples
depend on the existence of triquadratic field extensions MrF for which
the Brauer group complex has a certain nontrivial homology group
 .  w x.N MrF cf. ELTW . We will also make use of Merkurjev's index2
reduction results for division algebras over function fields of quadrics.
In Section 5, we show how certain properties of F imply that certain
types of half-neighbors are always similar. We will show that if the Hasse
number u of F i.e., the maximum dimension of anisotropic totallyÄ
.indefinite quadratic forms over F is F 6, then half-neighbors are always
similar. Thus, for example, half-neighbors over global fields or over fields
of transcendence degree F 1 over the reals are always similar.
Finally, in Section 6, we will compile mostly known results regarding
certain equivalence relations which one can define on the set of quadratic
forms of a given dimension. One such equivalence relation is defined for
n  .forms of dimension 2 by `` ; '' cf. Proposition 2.3 . Others are as follows:
hn
similarity of quadratic forms where we write w ; c if w is similar to c ;
sim
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the equivalence relation ; derived from birational equivalence of the
bir
projective quadrics defined by the quadratic forms in other words, w ; c
bir
 .  ..if F w ( F c ; and the equivalence relation ; , where we have w ; c if
stb stb
the associated quadrics are stably birationally equivalent one has w ; c
stb
w x.iff both w and c are isotropic, cf. O, Sect. 3 . One of theF c . F w .
important questions in the theory of quadratic forms and their function
fields is whether stably birational equivalent forms of the same dimension
 w xare already birationally equivalent J. Ohm O calls this the ``quadratic
.Zariski problem'' . It is this question which serves as a further motivation
 .for the study of half-neighbors and their non similarity: on the one hand,
half-neighbors are easily seen to be stably birationally equivalent Corollary
.2.6 ; on the other hand, similar forms are birationally equivalent. In some
sense, half-neighbors are quite close to being similar see the introductory
.remarks , so it seems natural to ask the question of birational equivalence
for them. If half-neighbors had always been similar, this task would have
been trivial. The existence of nonsimilar half-neighbors shows that there is
still work to be done. In fact, it should be noted that at this point no
counterexamples to the quadratic Zariski problem are known at all.
Our notations will generally follow those introduced in Lam's book
w x w xLam and Scharlau's book S , and we assume the reader to be familiar
with the basic results from the algebraic theory of quadratic forms which
can be found there, such as the theory of Pfister forms, the Cassels]Pfister
subform theorem, the Arason]Pfister Hauptsatz, and function fields of
quadratic forms.
By the usual abuse of notation, we will use the same symbol for a
quadratic form and for its class in the Witt ring. w , c , w H c , and w ; c
denote, respectively, isometry of forms, their orthogonal sum, and the fact
that w is a subform of c , i.e., there exists a form t such that c , t H w.
 .  .i w , w , d w, and c w denote the Witt index, the anisotropic part,W an "
the signed discriminant, and the Clifford invariant of w, respectively. By
 .ind c w we mean the index of the division algebra whose class in the
 .Brauer group Br F equals c w .
If w is a form over F and KrF is a field extension, then w is the formK
 .over K obtained from w by scalar extension, and W KrF denotes the
kernel of the ring homomorphism WF ª WK induced by scalar extension.
 :  .If dim w G 2 and w ` 1, y1 , then the function field F w of w is the
function field of the projective quadric defined to be the equation w s 0,
 .  :and we put F w s F if dim w F 1 or w , 1, y1 .
 ::We will use the convention a , . . . , a to denote the n-fold Pfister1 n
 :  :  .form 1, a m ??? m 1, a . The set of forms isometric resp. similar to1 n
 .n-fold Pfister forms over F will be denoted by P F resp. GP F .n n
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 .  U < : 4If w is a form over F, then D w s a g F a ; w is the set ofF
 .  U < 4nonzero elements represented by w, and G w s a g F w , aw is itsF
group of similarity factors. If there is no confusion with regard to the field
F, then we tend to omit the subscript.
Some familiarity with generic splitting of quadratic forms is assumed.
w xThe basic references are Kn1; Kn2; S, Sects. 4.6, 4.7 . In particular, we will
need or refer to generic splitting towers, Knebusch's ideals J F, and then
degree function deg defined via the filtration on WF by these ideals. The
corresponding degree function which arises from the filtration given by the
I nF 's will be denoted by degX.
If F is formally real, then X denotes the space of all orderings of FF
and sgn w is the signature of a form w over F at the ordering P g X .P F
In Section 5, we will need some basic facts about fields with finite
wHasse number u and SAP fields, as can be found, for example, in ELP;Ä
xE, Sect. 4 .
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF HALF-NEIGHBORS
DEFINITION 2.1. Let w and c be forms over F of dimension 2 n. w and
 .c are called half-neighbors of each other , in symbols w ; c , if there
hn
exists a g FU such that w H yac g GP F.nq1
Remark 2.2. Let w and c be forms over F of dimension 2 n.
 . w xi Knebusch Kn2, Definition 8.7 calls w and c conjugate if
w H yc , ar for some a g FU and some r g P F, in which case henq1
calls w and c half-neighbors of r. Our definition of two forms being
half-neighbors is a little less restrictive than Knebusch's definition of two
forms being conjugate. Note that in our definition half-neighbors always
w x ncome in pairs. Fitzgerald F1, F2 calls a form of dimension 2 a conjugate
neighbor if there exists an anisotropic form r g GP F such that w ; r.nq1
 . Uii If w and c are similar, say w , ac for some a g F , then
 .w ; c . In fact, w H yac is isometric to the hyperbolic n q 1 -fold
hn
Pfister form.
 .iii If w ; c and, say, w is isotropic, then w ; c . In fact, let
hn sim
a g FU such that w H yac , p g GP F. Since w is isotropic, p is alsonq1
isotropic and hence hyperbolic. Thus we clearly have w , ac .
 .iv If n s 0 or 1 then w ; c iff w ; c . This is trivial for n s 0 and
hn sim
an easy determinant argument for n s 1.
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PROPOSITION 2.3. ; defines an equi¨ alence relation on all forms o¨er F
hn
of dimension 2 n.
Proof. Clearly, ; is symmetric, and it is reflexive because if w is a
hn
n  .form of dimension 2 then w H yw is isometric to the hyperbolic n q 1 -
fold Pfister form. Now let w, c , t be forms over F of dimension 2 n with
w ; c and c ; t . Say, w H yac , r g GP F and c H ybt , s gnq1
hn hn
GP F for some a, b g FU. Using Witt cancellation, we then get in WFnq1
nq1  . nq1that w H yabt s r H as g I F. Now dim w H yabt s 2 and by
the Arason]Pfister Hauptsatz we have w H yabt g GP F. Hence,nq1
w ; t , which proves transitivity.
hn
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.4 compare Kn2, Theorem 8.9 . Let w and c be forms
o¨er F with dim w s dim c s m. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i w ; c or w ; c ;
sim hn
 .   . .   . . Uii w H yac g W F w rF l W F c rF for some a g F .
Furthermore, if w and c are anisotropic, then the abo¨e statements are
equi¨ alent to
 .   . .   . . Uiii w H yac g W F w rF j W F c rF for some a g F .
 .  .Proof. Obviously, ii « iii holds even if one of the forms is isotropic.
Also, the above is trivially true if m s 1. So let us assume throughout that
m G 2.
 .  . Ui « ii . If w ; c this is trivially true as there exists a g F such that
sim
 .w H yac is hyperbolic. So suppose that w ; c . By Remark 2.2 iii and
hn
 . niv , we may assume that both w and c are anisotropic and that m s 2 G
4. Let a g FU and p g GP F such that w H yac , p . Since w isnq1 F w .
isotropic, we have that p is isotropic and hence hyperbolic. In particu-F w .
  . .   . .lar, w H yac g W F w rF . By symmetry, w H yac g W F c rF as
well.
 .  .  .   . .ii resp. iii « i . If one of the forms is isotropic, then W F w rF l
  . .  .W F c rF s 0 and ii readily implies w ; c . So we may assume that
sim
 .both forms are anisotropic in which case it suffices to show that iii
 .  .   . .implies i . Say, r , w H yac g W F w rF . We may furthermorean
assume that w is not similar to c so that r is not hyperbolic. It follows
w xfrom F1, Theorem 1.6 that r g GP F for some n G 1. Since 2m Gnq1
dim r s 2 nq1, we have m G 2 n. If m s 2 n then r , w H yac and hence
w ; c . So suppose m ) 2 n. Note that ac s w H yr g WF and by com-
hn
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 .paring dimensions, we see that w H yr is isotropic and thus D r l
 .D w / B. Since r is hyperbolic, the Cassels]Pfister subform theoremF w .
then implies that r , w H x for some form x over F. Hence, ac s yx
g WF. But dim c s m ) 2 n ) 2 nq1 y m s dim x . This yields that c is
isotropic, a contradiction.
 .  .  .Remark 2.5. i The implication iii « i in the above proposition
  . .generally does not hold any longer if we replace W F w rF j
  . .   . .   . .W F c rF by the ideal generated by this set, W F w rF q W F c rF .
In fact, let F be any field with at least 4 square classes, let a, b g FU
 :represent different nontrivial square classes. Then w , 1, ya and c ,
 :1, yb are anisotropic, but they are clearly not half-neighbors of each
 .   . .other and thus also not similar , but obviously w H c g W F w rF q
  . .W F c rF .
 .  .  .ii The implication iii « i generally also fails if one drops the
assumption on w and c being anisotropic. If w is any anisotropic n-fold
Pfister form, n G 1 over a suitable field F, and if c is the hyperbolic
n-fold Pfister form over F, then w and c are clearly not half-neighbors
 .   . .   . .and thus not similar , but w H c g W F w rF ; W F w rF j
  . .W F c rF .
 .  .  .  .iii The implication i « ii generally fails if in statement ii one
  . .   . .   . .replaces W F w rF l W F c rF by the ideal W F w rF ?
  . .W F c rF . In fact, using Corollary 3.6 below, one can construct a
 .non-formally real field F with u F s 16 and nonsimilar half-neighbors w
and c of dimension 8 such that there are s , t g P F such that w and c3
contain a Pfister neighbor of s and t , respectively. One immediately gets
  . .   . .   . .   . .that W F w rF ; W F s rF s s WF and W F c rF ; W F t rF
  . .   . .s t WF. In particular, W F w rF ? W F c rF ; s m t WF with s m t
 . 6g P F. Now u F s 16 - 2 s dim s m t . Hence, s m t is hyperbolic6
  . .   . .and thus W F w rF ? W F c rF s 0. But w H yac / 0 in WF for all
a g FU as w and c are not similar.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let w and c be forms o¨er F of dimension 2 n. Then
w ; c « w ; c « w ; c .
sim hn stb
 .Proof. By Remark 2.2 ii , it suffices to show w ; c « w ; c . By Propo-
hn stb
sition 2.4, w ; c implies w , ac and w , ac for someF w . F w . F c . F c .
hn
a g FU. Since dim w s dim c and since w and c are isotropic, weF w . F c .
thus have that c and w are isotropic as well, which implies w ; c .F w . F c .
stb
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let n G 2 and let w and c be forms o¨er F of
dimension 2 n.
 . nq1i w ; c iff there exist a form t o¨er F with dim t F 2 y 2n y 2,
hn
p g P F, and a, u, ¨ g FU such that w s t q up and ac s t q ¨p .n
 . ny2ii Let 1 F m F 2 and suppose that w contains a Pfister neighbor
ny2  . nof dimension 2 q m. Then the statement in i holds with dim t F 2 q
2 ny1 y 2m y 2.
 . ny1iii Let 1 F m F 2 and suppose that w contains a Pfister neighbor
ny1  . nof dimension 2 q m. Then the statement in i holds with dim t F 2 y
2m.
Proof. In all cases, the ``if'' part follows from the fact that w H yac s
up H y¨p in WF. Indeed, up H y¨p g GP F and comparing dimen-nq1
sions yields w H yac , up H y¨p . Thus, w ; c . It remains to show the
hn
converse in the three cases. So let w ; c and let a g FU and r g GP Fnq1
hn
such that w H yac , r.
 .i Let us write w , x H h with dim x s n q 1, so that r , x H s
with dim s s 2 nq1 y n y 1. Note that dim s ) 2 n as n G 2. Thus, s is a
 .Pfister neighbor of codimension n q 1 of the n q 1 -fold Pfister form
w xsimilar to r. By AhO, Corollary 2.5 , s is a so-called special Pfister
neighbor, i.e., there exist p g P F, ¨ g FU , and a form m similar to an
subform of p , such that s , m H y¨p . Thus, r , x H m H y¨p with
 . ndim x H m s 2 . It follows readily from the theory of Pfister forms that
there exists u g FU with x H m , up . We now put t [ h H ym. One
easily checks that dim t s 2 nq1 y 2n y 2 and that in WF we have w s t
q up and ac s t q ¨p .
 .ii Let x be a Pfister neighbor of maximal dimension r contained
in w and write w , x H h. By assumption, r G 2 ny2 q m. If r G 2 ny1 q 1Ä
 . nq1we are in case iii below and we will obtain a form t with dim t F 2 y
2 r F 2 n y 2 F 2 n q 2 ny1 y 2m y 2. If r s 2 ny1 then x g GP F. Letny1
 .  :x g D h . It follows that w contains the subform x H x which is aÄ
Pfister neighbor of dimension 2 ny1 q 1 ) r, a contradiction to the maxi-
mality of r. So we may assume that 2 ny2 q m F r F 2 ny1 y 1. With x as
 :above, the maximality of r implies that the subform x H x of w is not a
  :.Pfister neighbor. Over K s F x H x we have that r is isotropic andK
 . w  .xhence hyperbolic, i.e., r g W KrF . By F2, Propositions 1.2 and 1.4 b
and comparing dimensions, we can write r , p H p with p g GP F l1 2 i n
 .  : W KrF , i s 1, 2. In fact, we may assume that x H x ; p cf. the1
w x. Uproof of F2, Proposition 1.2 . Let u g F and p g P F such that up ,n
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p . Let now h and m be forms over F of dimension 2 n y r y 1 such that1
 :  :w , x H x H h and up , x H x H m. Similar to above, we put t [ h
H ym so that w s t q up , and we find ¨ g FU such that ac s t q ¨p .
 n . n ny1This time, however, we get dim t s 2 2 y r y 1 F 2 q 2 y 2m y 2.
 .iii Similarly as before, let us write w , x H h with x a Pfister
neighbor of maximal dimension r contained in w. By assumption, we have
r G 2 ny1 q m. Let p g P F such that x is a Pfister neighbor of p and letn
u g FU such that up , x H m with a suitable form m over F of dimension
2 n y r. A similar reasoning as before yields that with t , h H ym we get
w s t q up and ac s t q ¨p for a suitable ¨ g FU. Furthermore, dim t
n n .s 2 2 y r F 2 y 2m.
The study of half-neighbors is restricted to forms of dimension 2 n. The
simplest examples of forms of that dimension are those similar to n-fold
Pfister forms. Another class is that of so-called twisted Pfister forms which
w xhave been studied in H6 and whose definition we will now recall. Let
 . 1 F m - n. w is called a twisted n, m -Pfister form or simply just
 . . nn, m -Pfister form if w is anisotropic, dim r s 2 , and there exist
 .anisotropic forms s g P F and r g P F such that r , s H yr , inn m an
 .which case we say that w is defined by s , r . The set of all forms
 .  . isometric resp. similar to n, m -Pfister forms is denoted by P F resp.n, m
. nGP F . Note that w g GP F iff w is anisotropic of dimension 2 andn, m n, m
there exist anisotropic s g GP F and r g GP F such that r s s q r inÄ Ä Ä Än m
WF.
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let 1 F m - n, w g GP F, and c be a form o¨er Fn, m
of dimension 2 n. Then w ; c iff w ; c .
hn sim
Proof. It suffices to prove the ``only if'' part. Let w s s q r in WF
 .with s g GP F and r g GP F. Comparing dimensions, we get i s H rn m W
s 2 my 1. In particular, w contains a Pfister neighbor of dimension 2 n y
my 1 ny1  ny1 my1.  .2 s 2 q 2 y 2 contained in s . By Proposition 2.7 iii ,
n  ny1 my1. mthere exist a form t of dimension 2 y 2 2 y 2 s 2 , p g P F,n
and u, ¨ , w g FU such that, in WF, w s t q up and c s ¨t q wp . We get
w s t q up s s q r, and since p , s , r g I mF we have t g I mF. But
dim t s 2 m and thus t g GP F. After scaling, we may assume t g P F.m m
Comparing dimensions shows that t H up is isotropic, i.e., there exists
 .  .  .x g D t l D yup . Since t and p are Pfister forms, we have x g G t
 .  .and yxu g G p . Hence, w s t q up s x t y p . Similarly, one finds
U  .y g F such that c s y t y p . This clearly yields w ; c .
sim
COROLLARY 2.9. Let w and c be forms o¨er F of dimension 2 n. Suppose
w contains a Pfister neighbor of codimension F 1 of some n-fold Pfister form.
Then w ; c iff w ; c .
hn sim
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Proof. It suffices to show the ``only if'' part. We may also assume that
 .n G 2 and that w and c are anisotropic. By Proposition 2.7 iii , we can
write w s t q up and c s ¨t q wp in WF, with dim t s 2, p g P F andn
u, ¨ , w g FU. For dimension reasons, p must be anisotropic. If t s 0 then
w , up , uwc . If t is anisotropic then w g GP F and w ; c by Propo-n, 1
sim
sition 2.8.
COROLLARY 2.10. Let w and c be forms o¨er F of dimension 2 n, n G 3.
 .i If n F 2 then w ; c iff w ; c .
hn sim
 .ii If n s 3 then w ; c iff there exist p g P F, a form t o¨er F with3
hn
dim t F 8, and a, u, ¨ g FU such that, in WF, w s t q up and ac s t q
¨p .
 .Proof. Any form of dimension F 3 is a Pfister neighbor. Thus, i
 .follows immediately from Corollary 2.9, and ii is a consequence of
 .Proposition 2.7 ii .
Let w and c be half-neighbors of dimension 2 n. One of the main
problems we are concerned with is to decide whether they are similar. By
Proposition 2.7 and after scaling, we get a decomposition w s t q up and
c s t q ¨p with p g P F, a suitable form t over F, and u, ¨ g FU. Then
proposition below will give us a method of deciding whether w and c are
 .  .  . nsimilar in terms of G t and G p s D p , provided dim t - 2 . This
knowledge will be useful later on in our constructions of nonsimilar
half-neighbors.
LEMMA 2.11. Let w and c be forms of the same dimension o¨er F and
suppose there exist a form t o¨er F with dim t - 2 n, p g I nF, and u, ¨ g FU ,
such that w s t q up and c s t q ¨p . Let y g FU. Then w , yc iff
 .  .  .  .y g G t l u¨G p . In particular, w ; c iff G t l u¨G p / B, and
sim
 .  .  .  .G w s G c s G t l G p .
Proof. Suppose w , yc , y g FU. Then t q up s yt q y¨p and hence
 :: nq1  .t y yt s y¨p y up s y¨p m y yu¨ g I F. Now dim t H yyt -
2 nq1 and the Arason]Pfister Hauptsatz implies that t H yyt is hyper-
 .bolic. We then have t , yt and p , yu¨p which yields y g G t and
 .  .  .yu¨ g G p . Hence, y g G t l u¨G p . The converse is rather obvious,
as are the remaining statements.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF NONSIMILAR HALF-NEIGHBORS
OF DIMENSION 2 n AND DEGREE F n y 2
In our constructions, we will make heavy use of the behavior of quadratic
wforms over fields of iterated power series using Springer's theorem S,
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xChap. 6, Corollary 2.6 . Let E be any field of characteristic / 2 and let
 ..  ..F s E x ??? x be the field of iterated power series in the variables1 n
 .n  4x , . . . , x . Let G s Zr2Z with the fixed standard basis e , . . . , e over1 n 1 n
Zr2Z. Each g g G can be written in a unique way as g s n l e withis1 i i
 4 n l il g 0, 1 . For any such g, we define the monomial X s  x . Ini g is1 i
particular, X s 1 and X s x . It is well known that, with this notation,0 e ii
for each u g FU there exist ¨ g EU and g g G such that u s ¨X gg
U  U .2 X U X U XF r F . Furthermore, if u g F and if ¨ g E and g g G such that
X X U  U .2 X X U  U .2X Xu s ¨ X g F r F , then uu s ¨¨ X g F r F .g gqg
If w is a quadratic form over F, then, by Springer's theorem, there exist
forms w over E, g g G, such that w ,H X w . We call the w 's theg g g G g g g
residue forms of w. If w ,H X wX is another such decomposition,g g G g g
then w s wX in WE for all g g G. Furthermore, w is anisotropic over Fg g
iff all the w are anisotropic over E, in which case we even have w , wXg g g
 .over E for all g g G. Generally, we get for the Witt index i w over FW
 .  .that i w s  i w , where on the right hand side the Witt indexesW g g G W G
are computed over E.
The following lemma is rather obvious and we omit its proof.
LEMMA 3.1. With the same notations as abo¨e, let w ,H X w andg g G g g
c ,H X c be anisotropic forms o¨er F. Then w is similar to c iff thereg g G g g
exist ¨ g EU and h g G such that ¨w , c o¨er E for all g g G. Ing gqh
particular, if there exists gX g G such that dim c X / dim w for all g g G,g g
then w and c are not similar.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let E be any field of characteristic / 2 and let FrE be
any unirational field extension of E and w and c be forms o¨er E. Then
w ; c o¨er E iff w ; c o¨er F.F F
sim sim
Proof. Since anisotropic forms stay anisotropic over rational and thus
also over unirational field extensions, we may assume that w and c are
 .anisotropic. It clearly suffices to show the ``if'' part in the case F s E x ,
the rational function field in one variable x over E. Now if w and c are
 .  ..similar over E x , then they are also similar over the bigger field E x .
Since they are defined over E, it follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 that
they are similar over E.
Another straightforward consequence, again stated without proof, is the
following.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let w and c be forms o¨er a field E of characteristic
/ 2 with dim w s dimc , let x be a ¨ariable and F be any field with
 .  ..  ::  ::E x ; F ; E x . Then w ; c o¨er E iff w m x ; c m x o¨erF F
sim sim
F.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let n, m be integers with 1 F m F n y 2, and let E be a
 .field which is either formally real, or non-formally real with u E G 4. If E is
 .  . ..formally real, let F be any field with E x, y ; F ; E x y ; if E is
 .non-formally real, let F be any field with E x , . . . , x ; F ;1 ny1
 ..  ..  .E x ??? x where x, y resp. x , . . . , x are ¨ariables . Then there1 ny1 1 ny1
exist forms w and c o¨er F such thatn, m n, m
v
ndimw s dim c s 2 ;n, m n, m
v w and c are nonsimilar half-neighbors of each other;n, m n, m
v
X Xdeg w s deg w s deg c s deg c s m;n, m n, m n, m n, m
v w and c contain Pfister neighbors of codimension 2 of somen, 1 n, 1
n-fold Pfister form.
Proof. First, let E be formally real. For our construction, it will suffice
 .. ..  ::to consider the case F s E x y . Let p [ 1, . . . , 1, x g P F,n n
 :t [ y 1, 1, y, xy , and
 :w [ t H p , 1, . . . , 1 , x , . . . , x , yy , yxy , .n , 1 n an ^ ` _ ^ ` _
ny1 ny12 y 2 2and
 :c [ t H yp , y 1, y1, y , . . . , y , xy , . . . , xy . .n , 1 n an ^ ` _ ^ ` _
ny1 ny12 y 1 2 y 1
Using Witt cancellation and by comparing dimensions, we get w Hn, 1
yc , p H yyp g P F, hence w and c are half-neighbors ofn, 1 n n nq1 n, 1 n, 1
each other. By comparing dimensions of the residue forms, it follows that
 .they are not similar cf. Lemma 3.1 . Furthermore, by construction, wn, 1
and c contain Pfister neighbors of codimension 2 of p . Also,n, 1
 : 2w ' c ' t ' 1, yx mod I F resp. mod J F . .  .n , 1 n , 1 2
 :  ::Obviously, 1 y x , y x g P F is anisotropic. Hence, deg w s1 n, 1
deg c s degX w s degX c s 1.n, 1 n, 1 n, 1
 ::Let now m G 2 and s [ 1, . . . , 1 g P F. We now put wmy 1 my1 n, m
[ s m w and c [ s m c . These forms havemy 1 nymq1, 1 n, m my1 nymq1, 1
dimension 2 n and are anisotropic by Springer's theorem. They are half-
neighbors as they are obtained by multiplying half-neighbors by the same
Pfister form. Since the dimensions of the residue forms of w resp. cn, m n, m
are just the dimensions of the residue forms of w resp. cnymq1, 1 nymq1, 1
multiplied by 2 my 1, Lemma 3.1 again readily implies that w and cn, m n, m
are not similar. Furthermore,
 :: mq 1w ' c ' s m y x mod I F resp. mod J F . .  .n , m n , m my1 mq1
 ::Since s m y x g P F is anisotropic, we obtain deg w smy 1 m n, m
deg c s degX w s degX c s m.n, m n, m n, m
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 .Let now E be non-formally real and u E G 4. For our construction, it
 ..  ..will again suffice to consider the case F s E x ??? x . Since1 ny1
 .  :u E G 4 there exists an anisotropic form 1, a, b, ab g P E.2
 ::  :Let p [ a, x , . . . , x g P F and t [ y 1, ya, bx , abx .n 1 ny1 n 1 2
 .Clearly, these two forms are anisotropic. Let w [ t H p and cn, 1 n an n, 1
 .[ t H ybp . To determine the dimension of w resp. c , it sufficesan n, 1 n, 1
to determine the dimensions of their residue forms corresponding to
 .X s 1, X s x , and X s x , as all the other residue forms of t H p0 e 1 e 2 n an1 2
 .resp. t H ybp coincide with those of p resp. ybp . We thus getn an n n
 :  :  :i t H p s i y 1, ya, 1, a q i b , 1, a q i ab, 1, a s 2 .  .  .  .W n W W W
 :.  :because i y 1, ya, 1, a s 2 and 1, a, b, ab is anisotropic. Similarly,W
 .i t H ybp s 2. This immediately implies that dim w s dim c sW n n, 1 n, 1
2 n. The Witt cancellation and dimension count yield w H yc ,n, 1 n, 1
 ::b m p g P F. Thus, w and c are half-neighbors which, byn nq1 n, 1 n, 1
construction, contained Pfister neighbors of codimension 2 of p . Further-n
more,
 : 2w ' c ' t ' 1, yx x mod I F resp. mod J F , .  .n , 1 n , 1 1 2 2
 :  ::which, since 1, yx x , y x x is anisotropic, implies that1 2 1 2
deg w s deg c s degX w s degX c s 1.n, 1 n, 1 n, 1 n, 1
We now show that w and c are not similar. By Lemma 2.11, itn, 1 n, 1
 .  .  .suffices to show that G t l y bG p s B. So suppose u g G t . By
U  U .2Lemma 3.1, one easily checks that then u s 1 g F r F . But 1 f
 .  .ybD p s ybG p . In fact,
 :  :1 H bp , 1, b , ab H other residue forms of bp , .
 :and by Springer's theorem this form is anisotropic as 1, a, b and the
remaining residue forms of bp are anisotropic.
 ::Let now m G 2 and put s [ x , . . . , x g P F, wn, m nymq1 ny1 my1 n, m
[ s m w , and c [ s m c . Note that wn, m nymq1, 1 n, m n, m nymq1, 1 nymq1, 1
 ..  ..resp. c are defined over E x ??? x . It follows from Corol-nymq1, 1 1 nym
lary 3.3 that w and c are nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension 2 nn, m n, m
with
 :: mq 1w ' c ' s m y x x mod I F resp. mod J F . .  .n , m n , m n , m 1 2 mq1
 ::  ::Since s m y x x , y x x , x , . . . , x g P F is an-n, m 1 2 1 2 nymq1 ny1 m
isotropic, this readily implies deg w s deg c s degX w sn, m n, m n, m
Xdeg c s m.n, m
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let n, m be integers with 1 F m F n y 2, let E be a
 .non-formally real field, and let F be any field with E y , . . . , y ; F ;0 n
 ..  ..  .E y ??? y where y , . . . , y are ¨ariables . Then there exist forms w0 n 0 n n, m
and c with the same properties as in Theorem 3.4.n, m
Proof. This follows readily from the proof of Theorem 3.4 in the
non-formally real case by putting a s y , b s y , x s y , 1 F i F n y 1,0 1 i iq1
and keeping the other notations there.
It is an almost trivial observation that if there are two nonsimilar
half-neighbors of dimension 2 n over a field F, then there must exist an
 .anisotropic n q 1 -fold Pfister form over F. In particular, if F is non-for-
 . nq1mally real, one necessarily has u F G 2 . This bound can in fact be
reached.
COROLLARY 3.6. Let n G 3. Then there exists a non-formally real field F
 . nq1 nwith u F s 2 such there exist nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension 2
o¨er F.
 ..  ..Proof. Let F s E x ??? x be the iterated power series field in1 ny1
 .n y 1 variables over a non-formally real field E with u E s 4. By
 . ny1  . nq1Springer's theorem, u F s 2 u E s 2 . It follows from Theorem
3.4 that F is a field with the desired properties.
4. CONSTRUCTION OF NONSIMILAR HALF-NEIGHBORS
OF DIMENSION 2 n AND DEGREE n y 1
The crucial case in constructing nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension
n  .2 and degree n y 1 where n G 3 will be the case n s 3. The higher
dimensional examples are then gotten by multiplying the 8-dimensional
nonsimilar half-neighbors by suitable ``generic'' Pfister forms in a way
similar to what we did in the proof of Theorem 3.4.
2  .Let w and c be 8-dimensional half-neighbors in I F and let c w be
the Clifford invariant of w. It is well known that the Clifford invariant of
an I 2-form of dimension 2m can be represented by the class of a tensor
product of m y 1 quaternion algebras and that therefore its index is of the
r  .form 2 for some r with 0 F r F m y 1. In particular, the index of c w is
1, 2, 4, or 8. If the index is 1 then w g GP F, and if the index if 2 then3
 w x.w g GP F see, e.g., Kn2, Ex. 9.12; H6, Proposition 3.11 . In these3, 2
cases, we know that w ; c implies w ; c cf. Proposition 2.8 and Corol-
hn sim
w x w x.lary 2.9, see also L1, Corollary 1 or H5, Theorem 1.4 . However, we will
construct counterexamples in the cases of index 4 as well as 8. Our
constructions will be based on some deep results concerning central
division algebras of exponent 2 which we recall in the sequel.
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U  .Let F be a field of characteristic / 2 and let a g F . We put N a sF
 :. U  . UD 1, ya ; F , i.e., N a denotes the subset of elements of FF F
 : Urepresented by 1, ya over F. For a, b, c g F we define a group
 .  w x.N a, b, c as the following quotient group compare ELTW, 4.22 :2, F
N a N b l N a N c l N a N bc .  .  .  .  .  .F F F F F F
N a, b , c s . .2, F N a N a l N b .  .  .F F F
’ ’ ’ . w  .Remark 4.1. If the group N a, b, c is nontrivial then F a , b , c :2, F
x  w x.F s 8 cf. ELTW, Remark 4.24 , in which case a, b, c represent F -lin-2
early independent square classes of FU.
 .LEMMA 4.2. i If there exists an indecomposable central algebra D of
index 8 and exponent 2 o¨er F then there exist a, b, c g FU with
<  . <N a, b, c ) 1.2, F
 .ii To each field E of characteristic / 2 there exists a field extension
FrE such that there exists an indecomposable central algebra D o¨er F of
 .index 8 and exponent 2. In particular, by i , there exist a field extension FrE
U <  . <and a, b, c g F with N a, b, c ) 1.2, F
 . w xAs for i , we refer to T, Sect. 3 , where a partial converse of the
statement is also mentioned, namely, if there exist a, b, c g FU with
<  . <N a, b, c ) 1 then there exists an indecomposable central algebra of2, F
index 8 and exponent 2 over the rational function field in three variables
 w x  .over F. Note that the group denoted in T by N MrF , where in our case
’ ’ ’ .  .M s F a , b , c , coincides with N a, b, c as defined above, cf.2, F
w x .ELTW, 4.22 .
 . w xAs for ii , we refer to Ka , where it is shown how one can construct
indecomposable central algebras of index 8 and exponent 2 over some
suitable extension of E in a ``generic'' way in fact, the construction there
.works in any characteristic .
THEOREM 4.3. Let E be a field such that there exist a, b, c g EU with
<  . <  .  .. ..N a, b, c ) 1 and let F be any field with E x, y ; F ; E x y2, E
 . 2where x, y are ¨ariables . Then there exist forms w, c g I F of dimension 8
  ..and with ind c w s 4 such that w and c are nonsimilar half-neighbors.
U <  . < UProof. Let a, b, c, g E with N a, b, c ) 1 and let d g E such2, E
that
d g N a N b l N a N c l N a N bc , .  .  .  .  .  .E E E E E E
d f N a N a l N b . .  .  .E E E
 .. ..For our construction, it will suffice to consider the case F s E x y .
 :  :  :  ::Let a [ 1, yb H x 1, yc H y 1, ybc and p [ y a, x, y . By
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Remark 4.1 and Springer's theorem, a and p are anisotropic. Further-
2   ..more, a g I F, i.e., a is an anisotropic Albert form and we have ind c a
 .s 4. Let now w [ a H yp . By comparing residue forms and usingan
Remark 4.1, one obtains
 :  :  :  :w , a, yb H x a, yc H y a, ybc H xy a, y1 .
 .  .  . X  .Now since d g N a N b , there exist r g N a and r g N b suchE E E E
X  .  :.  :.  :that d s rr . As N a s D 1, ya s G 1, ya , we get d 1, ya ,E E E
 :  :  :  .dr 1, ya , and similarly, 1, yb , dr 1, yb because dr g N b . Hence,E
in WE,
 :  :  :  :  :1, yb y d 1, ya s dr 1, yb y dr 1, ya s dr a, yb .
In a similar way, we find s, t g EU such that
 :  :  :1, yc y d 1, ya s ds a, yc ,
 :  :  :1, ybc y d 1, ya s dt a, ybc .
 .We now define c [ a H ydp . Using the above, one readily checksan
that
 :  :  :  :c , dr a, yb H x ds a, yc H y dt a, ybc H xyd a, y1 .
 .  .By Proposition 2.7, w ; c . We will show that G a l dG p s BF F
hn
 .which, by Lemma 2.11, implies that w is not similar to c . Let u g G a .F
By Lemma 3.1 and by considering the residue forms, it follows that there
 :.  :.  .  . Uexists ¨ g G 1, yb l G 1, yc s N b l N c ; E such thatE E E E
U  U .2  .  .u s ¨ g F r F . Suppose G a l dG p / B. Then, by the above,F F
 .  .  .  .there exists ¨ g N b l N c such that ¨ g dG p s dD p , i.e.,E E F F
 :¨ H ydp is isotropic. Considering the residue forms of this form,
 :we necessarily have that, over E, ¨ , yd, da is isotropic, i.e., ¨ g
 :.  .  .  .dD 1, ya s dN a . Hence, d¨ g N a and thus d¨ ¨ gE E E
 .w  .  .x  .w  .  .xN a N b l N c which obviously implies d g N a N b l N c ,E E E E E E
a contradiction.
 3 .  .  .Finally, note that w ' a mod I F and that therefore c w s c a g
  ..Br F. In particular, ind c w s 4.2
COROLLARY 4.4. Let n G 3. Then there exists a field F with forms w and
c of dimension 2 n such that w and c are nonsimilar half-neighbors and
deg w s deg c s degX w s degX c s n y 1.
Proof. Let F be a field as in Theorem 4.3 such that there exist forms0
w , c g I 2F of dimension 8 which are nonsimilar half-neighbors. If0 0 0
 .n s 3 we are done. If n G 4 let F be any field with F x , . . . , x ; F0 1 ny3
 .  ..  .  ::; F x ??? x where the x are variables . Let s [ x , . . . , x ,0 1 ny3 i 1 ny3
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w [ s m w , and c [ s m c . It is rather obvious that deg w s deg c s0 0
degX w s degX c s n y 1 and that w and c are half-neighbors of dimen-
nsion 2 . They are nonsimilar by Corollary 3.3.
Our next aim is to construct nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension 2 n,
n G 3, which are in I 2F such that the index of their Clifford invariant has
a certain prescribed value 2 s. By the remarks at the beginning of this
section, we know that if n s 3 then the only possible values are s s 2
 .such examples have been constructed in Theorem 4.3 and s s 3. If n G 4
we know that necessarily 0 F s F 2 ny1 y 1, and none of these values has
been ruled out. In fact, examples with s s 0 are given in Corollary 4.4 as
the nonsimilar half-neighbors constructed there are in I ny1F ; I 3F and
have therefore trivial Clifford invariant. We will now produce examples for
all the remaining values of s.
ÄTHEOREM 4.5. Let n G 3. Let w and c be forms o¨er a field E which areÄ
n Ä 2nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension 2 . Suppose w, c g I E andÄ
  .. r ny1  .ind c w s 2 for some 0 F r F 2 y 1 r G 2 if n s 3 . Let D denote
 . w xthe di¨ ision algebra with c w s D g Br E and let s be any integer withÄ 2
r F s F 2 ny1 y 1. Then there exist a field extension FrE and t s s y r
quaternion algebras Q , . . . , Q o¨er F such that A [ D m Q m ??? m Q is1 t F 1 t
a di¨ ision algebra o¨er F, in particular, ind A s 2 s, and there exist nonsimi-R
lar half-neighbors w, c o¨er F of dimension 2 n which are in I 2F and such
 . w x   .. sthat c w s A g Br F. In particular, ind c w s 2 .2 F
 4COROLLARY 4.6. Let n G 3 and let s be an integer with s g 2, 3 if n s 3
and 0 F s F 2 ny1 y 1 if n G 4. Then there exists a field F with nonsimilar
n 2   ..half-neighbors w and c of dimension 2 such that w, c g I F and ind c w
s 2 s.
Proof of Corollary 4.6. In view of Theorem 4.5, it suffices to find a field
E with nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension 2 n which are in I 2E and
2 3 have Clifford invariant index 4 s 2 if n s 3, or which are in I E which
0.implies that the Clifford invariant index is 1 s 2 if n G 4, respectively.
Such E exists by Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. If t s 0 there is nothing to show. It thus suffices
to consider the case t s 1 as the general case follows by a repeated
application of the case t s 1.
ÄSo let w and c be nonsimilar half-neighbors over a field E such thatÄ
Ä 2 r ny1  ..w, c g I E and ind c w s 2 with r - 2 y 1. Let D be the divisionÄ E
 . w xalgebra over E with c w s D g Br E. After scaling, we may assumeÄ 2
Ä Ä Ä . w xw H c g GP E. Note that obviously also c c s D as w ' cÄ Änq1
 3 .  .mod I F . Let K s E x, y be the rational function field in the variables
 .x, y over E. Then A [ D m x, y is clearly a division algebra over KK K
 . rq1 sand we have ind A s 2 ind D s 2 s 2 .K E
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X  :: X X  ::Let w [ w H y x, yy and c [ c H y x, yy . These areÄK K
2  X.  X.  .  ::. w xw . xforms in I K with c w s c c s c w c y x, yy s D x, yÄK K K
w xs A in Br K.2
Claim 1. There exists a field L in the generic splitting tower wX over K1
s  X .  X . nsuch that ind A s ind A s 2 and dim c G dim w s 2 .L L K L an L an1 1 1 1
X X’ .Proof of Claim 1. Let K s K x . Then K rE is purely transcenden-
Ä  ::X Xtal and thus w and c are both anisotropic. However, y x, yy isÄK K
X  X .  X .X X Xisotropic and hence hyperbolic over K . Thus, w , w and c ,ÄK an K K an
Ä nXc , and these are forms of dimension 2 . Therefore there exists a field LK 1
X  X . nin the generic splitting tower of w over K such that dim w s 2 .L an1w x X XFurthermore, by Kn1, Corollary 3.9 and Proposition 5.13 , L ? K rK is1
 X .Xpurely transcendental. Hence, the anisotropic form c stays anisotropicK an
X  X .  X .  X . nX Xover L ? K and thus dim c G dim c s dim c s 2 .1 L an L ?K an K an1 1
Now L rK is obtained by successively taking function fields of forms of1
dimension G 2 n q 2. Since ind A s 2 s with s F 2 ny1 y 1, it followsK
w xfrom Merkurjev's index reduction theorems M that ind A s ind A sL L K1 1
2 s.
Claim 2. There exists a field L in the generic splitting tower c X over2 L1s  X .  X . nL such that ind A s ind A s 2 and dim c s dim w s 2 .1 L L K L an L an2 2 2 2
 X . nProof of Claim 2. If dim c s 2 we are done by putting L s L .L an 2 11X  X . nXOtherwise, since L ; L ? K and dim c s 2 by the above, there1 1 L ?K an1
exists such a field L in the generic splitting tower of c X , and it is2 L1
obtained by successively taking function fields of forms of dimension
G 2 n q 2. As before, this yields ind A s ind A s 2 s. Furthermore,L L K2 2
 X . nthe anisotropic form w of dimension 2 will stay anisotropic over LL an 21w xby H3, Theorem 1 .
 X.Claim 3. L ? L ? K rE is purely transcendental.2 1
 X .  X . nXProof of Claim 3. Since dim c s dim c s 2 and since LL ?K an L an 21 2
is a field in the generic splitting tower of c X and L ; L ? K X, we haveL 1 11
 X. Xthat L ? L ? K rL ? K is purely transcendental. We have already2 1 1
seen that L ? K XrK X and K XrE are purely transcendental. Hence,1
 X.L ? L ? K rE is purely transcendental.2 1
 X .  X .We now put F s L and define forms w [ w and c [ c over2 F an F an
F which are of dimension 2 n by the above. By construction, we have
2   ..   .. sw, c g I F and ind c w s ind c c s 2 . It remains to show that wF F
and c are nonsimilar half-neighbors.
In WF we have
X X Äw y c s w y c s w y c . . Ä .F F
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ÄBut w H yc g GP E and by comparing dimensions we obtain w H ycÄ nq1
Ä ., w H yc g GP F which implies that w and c are half-neighbors.Ä F nq1
X  X. XLet F s L ? L ? K . By Claim 3, F rE is purely transcendental. We2 1
Ä ÄX X X Xalso have w , w and c , c . By Corollary 3.2, w and c don'tÄ ÄF F F F
become similar over FX as they are not similar over E. Hence, w and c are
X Xnot similar over F because F ; F and they are not similar over F .
5. FIELDS OVER WHICH HALF-NEIGHBORS ARE SIMILAR
We have seen in the previous sections that over fields of sufficient
complexity half-neighbors need not be similar. On the other hand, over
relatively ``simple'' fields one would expect that half-neighbors are always
similar.
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let F be a non-formally real field such that there are no
anisotropic 4-fold Pfister forms, or, equivalently, such that I 4F s 0. Then
half-neighbors over F are always similar. In fact, half-neighbors of dimen-
n  .sion 2 with n F 2 are always similar independent of F , and they are
similar for n G 3 because nonsimilar half-neighbors of dimension 2 n can
 .only exist if there exist anisotropic n q 1 -fold Pfister forms. In particular,
 .if F is non-formally real and u F - 16 then half-neighbors are always
similar.
The main results in this section will concern fields with small Hasse
number and m-linked fields. Let m be an integer G 2. A field is called
m-linked if to each w g I mF there exists some p g P F such that w ' pm
 mq 1 .mod I F . Equivalently, F is m-linked if to any p , p g P F there1 2 m
U  ::exist x , x g F and t g P F such that p , t m x , i s 1, 2. If F1 2 my1 i i
is m-linked then F is n-linked for all n G m, and in the case m s 2 we
w xsimply say that F is linked. This linkage property was first studied in EL
 .  4where it was shown that if F is linked then u F g 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 and that
all these values are possible.
LEMMA 5.2. Let F be a field and m G 2. Then the following are equi¨ a-
lent.
 .i F is m-linked;
 . mii For all anisotropic w g I F there exist t g P F and an e¨en-di-my 1
mensional form s o¨er F such that w , t m s ;
 . m nq1iii For all w g I F with dim w - 2 there exist forms p g GP F,i i
m F i F n, such that w s n p in WF.ism i
If any of these conditions holds, then I mq 2F s 0.t
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 .  . w x  .Proof. The equivalence of i and ii has been shown in H4 . That iii
 .implies i is rather obvious and left to the reader.
 .  . m nq1ii « iii . Let w g I F with dim w - 2 . We may assume that w is
 .  m.anisotropic. Part ii then readily implies that dim w ' 0 mod 2 , and by
the Arason]Pfister Hauptsatz we have n G m. We proceed by induction
on n y m. If n y m s 0 then, by the above, dim w s 2 m and thus w g
m  w x.GP F as w g I F cf., e.g., AP, Kor. 3 . Clearly, we are done in this case.m
 .So suppose n y m ) 0. Since we know that ii implies that F is m-linked,
 mq 1 .there exists p g GP F such that w ' p mod I F . After scaling pm m m m
 mq 1 .which doesn't affect the above equivalence modulo I F , we may
 .  .assume that D p l D w / B which then implies that w H yp ism m
 . mq 1isotropic. Let c [ w H yp g I F. We then have dim c - dim wm an
m  m.q dim p s dim w q 2 . On the other hand, since dim w ' 0 mod 2m
and dim w - 2 nq1, we have dim w F 2 nq1 y 2 m and hence dim c - 2 nq1.
mq 1  .  .Now c g I F, F is m q 1 -linked, and n y m q 1 - n y m. By the
induction hypothesis, c s n p in WF for some p g GP F, m q 1ismq1 i i i
F i F n. Hence, w s c q p s n p in WF as desired.m ism i
mq 2 wThe fact that m-linkage implies I F s 0 was shown in EL, Corollaryt
x2.8 .
w x  .Remark 5.3. In E, Lemma 4.4 , it was shown that i is equivalent to
the fact that each w g I mF can be written as w s t p in WF for someism i
 .t G m and suitable p g GP F, m F i F t. Our statement in iii is morei i
precise as it gives us an upper bound for the minimal possible such t in
terms of the dimension of w. This bound, however, will be crucial in some
of the later proofs.
In general, this bound cannot be improved. Suppose that F is m-linked,
m G 2, and that w g I mF is an anisotropic form with 2 n F dim w - 2 nq1
where n G m. Let us write w g n p in WF with p g GP F, m F i F n.ism i i i
Then, by adding up dimensions and using the fact that w is anisotropic, we
see that p g GP F cannot be hyperbolic and is therefore anisotropic.n n
 . nTHEOREM 5.4. Let F be a field with u F - 2 , n G 3. Let n y 2 GÄ
m G 1 and suppose that I mq 2F s 0. Let w and c be half-neighbors o¨er Ft
of dimension 2 n and suppose there exists p g P F such that w ' pm m m
 mq 1 .mod I F . Then w ; c .
sim
Proof. We may assume that w and c are anisotropic and thus, neces-
sarily, that F is formally real. Using the fact that F is SAP, we may also
assume that, after scaling, sgn w G 0 for all P g X .P F
Since F is SAP, there exists p g P F such that sgn p s 2 n for alln n P n
n P g X with sgn w s 2 , and sgn p s 0 for all other P. Let t [ w HF P P n
. < < n nyp . Then sgn t - 2 for all P g X and we get dim t - 2 as wen an P F
 . n nalso have u F - 2 . Now w s t q p in WF. Since dim t - 2 andÄ n
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 .p g P F, we can apply Proposition 2.7 and its proof to conclude that,n n
after scaling, c s t q ap in WF for some a g FU. We will prove thatn
 .  .w ; c by showing that G t l aG p / B and then applying Lemman
sim
2.11.
 n 4Let Z [ P g X N sgn p s 2 and a - 0 . Let P g Z. SupposeF P n P
sgn t ) 0. Then sgn w s sgn t q sgn p ) 2 n s dim w, a contradiction.P P P P n
Suppose sgn t - 0. Then sgn c s sgn t q sgn ap s sgn t y sgn p -P P P P n P P n
y2 n s ydim c , again a contradiction. Hence, for all P g Z we have
 mq 1 .sgn t s 0. Now w ' t ' p mod I F . Thus, t s p q b in WF forP m m
some b g I mq 1F. We have sgn t s sgn p q sgn b , and since sgn pP P m P P m
 m4  mq 1.g 0, 2 and sgn b ' 0 mod 2 , we get sgn p s sgn b s 0 for allP P m P
P g Z.
Let yX g FU such that yX - 0 for all P g Z, and yX ) 0 for allP P
P g X _ Z. LetF
X :m [ p H yy 1, . . . , 1 .m ^ ` _
n m2 y 2 q 1
n  . nSince dim m s 2 q 1 and since u F - 2 , it is well know that m is aÄ
 w x.Pfister neighbor see, e.g., F2, Proposition 4.7 . If P g Z then p ism
indefinite at P by the above, and thus also m, and if P g X _ Z thenF
X  X:  X:y ) 0 and m is indefinite at P because 1, yy ; p H y y ; m.P m
 .Hence, m in totally indefinite and its associated n q 1 -fold Pfister form
is therefore torsion and hence hyperbolic as I nq1F s 0. In particular, m ist
 X :.  . Xisotropic and there exists some y g D y 1, . . . , 1 l D p . Note that yym
is a sum of squares so that y - 0 iff yX - 0 iff P g Z. Note also thatP P
 .  .y g D p s G p .m m
 ::By the above, sgn b s 0 for all P g Z, and sgn y y s 0 for allP P
  ::.P g X _ Z. Hence, sgn b m y y s 0 for all P g X which impliesF P F
 :: mq 2  ::that b m y y g I F s 0. Hence, b m y y is hyperbolic andt
 .y g G b .
If P g Z then, by definition of Z and construction of y, we have y - 0P
 ::and a - 0, hence ay ) 0 and sgn y ay s 0. If P g X _ Z, thenP P P F
y ) 0 and either p is definite at P, in which case necessarily a ) 0 andP n P
 :: again sgn y ay s 0, or sgn p s 0. In any case, we find that sgn pP P n P n
 ::.  :: nq1m y ay s 0 for all P g X and thus p m y ay g I F s 0.F n t
 .  .Similarly as above, we get ay g G p or y g aG p .n n
 .  .  .By Lemma 2.11 we have G t s G p l G b , and the above showsm
 .  .that y g G t l aG p , which again by Lemma 2.11 implies that w , yc .n
 .COROLLARY 5.5. Let F be a field with u F F 6. If w and c are formsÄ
o¨er F which are half-neighbors, then they are similar.
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Proof. It suffices to prove this for anisotropic w, c of dimension 2 n
n  . 3  .with n G 3. In this case, 2 ) u F , and clearly I F s 0 as u F F 6. TheÄ Ät
claim follows readily by applying Theorem 5.4 for m s 1 because obviously
2 ::  .w ' y d mod I F where d s d w."
  . .The previous corollary shows that over global fields u F s 4 or fieldsÄ
  . .of transcendence degree F 1 over the reals u F F 2 , half-neighbors areÄ
  . .always similar, but that there are also non-linked fields e.g., if u F s 6Ä
over which half-neighbors are always similar.
We are able to show a result similar to Theorem 5.4 after replacing the
 . n  .condition u F - 2 by F being m-linked m G 2 . Note that generallyÄ
m-linked fields need not have finite Hasse number. For example, one
 ..   ...readily sees that Q t is 4-linked but u Q t s `.Ä
THEOREM 5.6. Let n G m G 2 and let F be an m-linked field. Let w and
c be half-neighbors o¨er F of dimension 2 n which are in I mF. Then w and c
are similar.
Proof. We will keep the notations as close as possible to those in the
proof of Theorem 5.4 since many of the arguments will parallel those of
the proof there. It should also be noted that the condition I mq 2F s 0t
stated in Theorem 5.4 is automatically fulfilled here as F is assumed
 .m-linked see Lemma 5.2 .
We may assume that w is anisotropic. By Lemma 5.2, we can write
w s n p in WF with p g GP F. Since w is anisotropic of dimensionism i i i
n  42 , we have by Remark 5.3 that p is anisotropic. Thus, if m g n, n y 1n
then w g GP F j GP F, and we have similarity by Proposition 2.8n n, ny1
and Corollary 2.9.
If F is non-formally real, then I mq 2F s I mq 2F s 0 and thus necessar-t
ily n F m q 1 as p is anisotropic. In this case we are done by the above.n
So let us assume for the remainder of the proof that F is formally real and
that n G m q 2.
After scaling, we may assume that p g P F. Let t [H ny1p andn n ism i
b [H ny1 p . Note that t s p q b with p g GP F and b g I mq 1F.ismq1 i m m m
Comparing dimensions yields dim t - 2 n. We have w s t q p in WF, andn
 .by Proposition 2.7 and its proof , we therefore get, after scaling, that
c s t q ap in WF for some a g FU. As in the proof of Theorem 5.4, wen
 n 4define Z s P g X N sgn p s 2 and a - 0 and get that sgn t sF P n P P
sgn p s sgn b s 0 for all P g Z. As F is SAP because F is m-linked,P m P
we can find as before a yX g FU with yX - 0 for all P g Z and yX ) 0P P
otherwise.
The remainder of the proof runs now exactly in the same manner as in
 . XTheorem 5.4, provided we can find some y g G p with yy a sum ofm
 X .squares i.e., y - 0 iff y - 0 iff P g Z . Let r g P F such thatP P m
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 .  .  .p ; r. Then D r s G r s G p and sgn r s sgn p s 0 for allm m P P m
sim
P g Z. This time we consider
X  ::  :m [ r H yy 1, . . . , 1 H 1 , /^ ` _
m
and the existence of the desired y is assured if we can show that m is
isotropic.
Since F is m-linked, there exist s g P F and s, t g FU such thatmy 1
 ::  ::  ::r , s m s and 1, . . . , 1 , s m t . Hence,
X :: X  X X X:m ; r H yy 1, . . . , 1 H yys , s m 1, s, yy , yy t , yy .
 X X X X : 2Now a [ 1, s, yy , yy t, yy , y st g I F and we have m ; s m a g
mq 1  . I F. Since F is m q 1 -linked, it follows from Lemma 5.2 that dim s
. mq 1  . mm a is divisible by 2 . On the other hand, dim s m a s 3 ? 2 .an
 .Since s m a is divisible by s it follows readily that there exists a forman
h of dimension 4 such that s m a s s m h in WF. Furthermore, since
s m h g I mq 1F is of dimension 2 mq 1 we have that s m h g GP F, somq 1
that in fact we may assume that h g GP F as s g P F. Using Witt2 my1
cancellation and comparing dimensions, we get
 X X X:  X :m ; s m 1, s, yy , yy t , yy , s m h H y y st . .
 X :Now h g GP F and thus h H y y st is a Pfister neighbor, say, of2
g g P F. Let x [ s m g g GP F. The above shows that m is similar to3 mq2
a subform of g , and since dim m s 2 mq 1 q 1 we have that m is a Pfister
neighbor of x .
 X:  X:Note that we have 1, yy ; r H y y ; m. If P g Z then sgn r sP
0 and r and hence also m is indefinite at P. If P g X _ Z then yX ) 0,F P
 X:in which case 1, yy is indefinite at P and thus also m. We conclude that
m is indefinite at all P, and therefore x is also totally indefinite. This
 . mq 2implies that x is a torsion m q 2 -fold Pfister form. But I F s 0 as Ft
is m-linked. Hence, x is hyperbolic and its Pfister neighbor m is isotropic.
6. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS FOR QUADRATIC FORMS
In this section, we will give an overview of some of the known results,
concerning the equivalence relations defined for quadratic forms by simi-
larity `` ; ,'' birational equivalence `` ; ,'' stably birational equivalence
sim bir
`` ; ,'' and the equivalence `` ; ''defined by two forms being half-neigh-
stb hn
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bors. Of particular interest will be the question of how these relations
relate to each other. We will only consider the restriction of the above
equivalence relations to the set of forms of the same given dimension,
where we obviously have to assume the dimension to be a 2-power in the
case of half-neighbors. Among these four relations, only `` ; '' allows the
stb
.possibility of forms of different dimension to be equivalent. The reader
might be easily convinced that the case of isotropic forms will not yield any
interesting results in our context. Thus, we may assume that the forms we
consider are anisotropic.
THEOREM 6.1. Let w and c be anisotropic forms o¨er F with dim w s
dim c s m.
 .i w ; c « w ; c « w ; c .
sim bir stb
 . nii If m s 2 then w ; c « w ; c « w ; c .
sim hn stb
 .iii If m F 4 then w ; c « w ; c « w ; c .
stb bir sim
 .iv If m s 5 or 6 and w is not a Pfister neighbor, then w ; c «
stb
w ; c « w ; c .
bir sim
 .v Let n G 3 and w be a Pfister neighbor of an n-fold Pfister form.
If 2 n y 1 F m F 2 n then w ; c « w ; c « w ; c . If 2 n y n F m F 2 n
stb bir sim




 .  .vi Let r s dim w . If r F 4 then w ; c « w ; c . If r F 1F w . an
stb bir
then w ; c « w ; c . If r G 2 then generally w ; c £ w ; c .
bir sim bir sim
 .vii Let w g GP F, 1 F l - n. Then w ; c « w ; c . If l s n y 1n, l
hn sim
 .then w ; c « w ; c in particular, w ; c m w ; c m w ; c m w ; c .
stb sim stb bir hn sim
If 1 F l F n y 2 then generally w ; c £ w ; c .
stb hn
 . nviii If n G 3 and m s 2 , then generally w ; c £ w ; c £ w ; c .
stb hn sim
 . nix If m s 2 , n G 3, and w contains a Pfister neighbor of codimen-
sion F 1 of some n-fold Pfister form, then w ; c « w ; c . Howe¨er, if w
hn sim
contains only a Pfister neighbor of codimension 2 but not of codimension 1 of
some n-fold Pfister form, then generally w ; c £ w ; c .
hn sim
 . 2  .x If m s 8 and w g I F then w ; c « w ; c . If ind c w s 1
stb hn
 .or 2 then w ; c « w ; c . If ind c w s 4 or 8 then generally w ; c £
hn sim hn
w ; c .
sim
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 .  .Proof. Part i is trivial and ii has been shown in Corollary 2.6.
 . w xIn iii , w ; c « w ; c has been proved in W , but the proof there can
bir sim
 w x.easily be modified to yield w ; c « w ; c see also O .
stb sim
 .In iv , it obviously suffices to show w ; c « w ; c . The case m s 5
stb sim
w xwas shown in H2 . In the case m s 6 and w an Albert form, the result is
w xdue to Leep Le . If m s 6 and d s d w / 1, then if w is isotropic over"’ .  .L s F d but not hyperbolic as w is not a Pfister neighbor , the result
w xfollows readily from H1, Theorem 3 , and if w stays anisotropic then thisL
w xwas shown by Laghribi L3 .
 .v Let w be a Pfister neighbor of the n-fold Pfister form p . w ; c
stb
 w x.implies that c is also a Pfister neighbor of p cf. H3, Proposition 2 . If
n n  w x w x.m s 2 y 1 or 2 then w ; c cf. W, Theorem 3.4 ; Kn1, Theorem 4.2 .
sim
n n w xIf 2 y n F m F 2 then w ; c by AhO, Corollary 2.5 and Theorem 1.6 .
bir
Let now m s 2 ny1 q l where 1 F l F 2 ny1 y 2 and let E be any field
 ::with an anisotropic t g P F, and let us write t , s m s withny1
U  .s g P F and s g E . Let F s E x be the rational function field in theny2
 ny2 4variable x over E. Let r s min l y 1, 2 y 1 . Let r s l y r . Then1 2 1
ny2 ny2  ny1 4 r F 2 y 1, i s 1, 2, and 2 q r f 2 , l . Let now s ; s overi 1 i
.  .E with dim s s r , i s 1, 2, and let m ; t over E with dim m s l. Leti i
 ::w [ t H xm and c [ s m x H ss H xss . Obviously, w and c are1 2
 ::  ::  ::subforms of t m x , s m x m s g P F. After passing ton
 ..E x and comparing dimensions of the residue forms, one readily sees by
wLemma 3.1 that w and c are not similar. However, by AhO, Theorem
x1.6 , w ; c .
bir
 .  . wvi Let r s dim w F 4. Suppose first that dim w F 8. By H7,F w . an
xTheorem 4.1 , this implies that dim w F 6, or w is a Pfister neighbor of
some 3-fold Pfister form, or w g GP F. The fact that in these cases3, 2
 .  .  .  .w ; c « w ; c follows now from iii , iv , v , and from vii below.
stb bir
wFinally, suppose dim w ) 8. In this case, it follows from K, Theorem 1,
x  . w xProposition 1 that w is defined over F. By Kn2, Theorem 7.13 , wF w . an
is a Pfister neighbor of some n-fold Pfister form, n G 4, of codimension
 .r F 4, and the claim follows from v .
If r F 1 then w is a Pfister neighbor of codimension r and w ; c «
bir
 .w ; c follows from v as well. As counterexamples in the case r G 2 one
sim
 .can take those constructed in v .
 .vii w ; c « w ; c has been shown in Proposition 2.8. The fact that
hn sim
w x ww ; c « w ; c if w g GP F follows from H5, Theorem 1.4 . By H6,n, ny1
stb sim
xProposition 6.16 , there are examples of w g GP F, 1 F l F n y 2, suchn, l
that w ; c £ w ; c .
stb hn
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 .viii The fact that in this situation generally w ; c £ w ; c has been
hn sim
shown in Sections 3 and 4. For counterexamples which show that generally
 .w ; c £ w ; c , cf. vii .
stb hn
 .Part ix follows from Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 3.4.
 .  .  .x If ind c w s 1 then w g GP F, and if ind c w s 2 then w g3
 .  .GP F. In these cases, see ix and vii . The remaining cases have been3, 2
dealt with in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.6.
This list of known results can most definitely be extended even further,
but we decided to stop at this point. One of the interesting open problems
 w xis whether w ; c always implies w ; c provided dim w s dim c cf. O ,
stb birx.Sect. 3 . To our knowledge, there are no counterexamples known, and all
the cases in which this implication has been established affirmatively are
those found in the list above plus the case where w and c are so-called
 w x.special Pfister neighbors see AhO .
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